Progress Announces the Release of Corticon 6.0, Combining REST Integration with Digital
Decisioning
July 10, 2019
Leading digital decisioning solution delivers lightning-fast REST API data access and new .NET server architecture for 3x faster throughput
BEDFORD, Mass.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Jul. 10, 2019-- Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS), the leading provider of application development and digital
experience technologies, today announced the latest release of the Progress® Corticon® business rules management solution. As part of Progress’
strategy to simplify and streamline business decision management, Corticon 6.0 now includes faster support for REST data connectivity, providing a
more efficient means of connecting to REST APIs and extracting the data necessary to fuel improved decision making. In addition, the release
introduces a new, simpler architecture for .NET server, enabling users to execute decisions three times faster and with more reliability.
Support for Accessing REST Services
Corticon 6.0 expands the data integration capabilities of Corticon with the introduction of a new REST data source. The amount of data and data
sources leveraged across enterprise, mobile and web applications continue to grow exponentially.Because of this, data sources are becoming more
disparate, making REST APIs an increasingly popular way to access enterprise data. By embedding the Progress® DataDirect® Autonomous REST
Connector —an intelligent, customizable data connectivity solution enabling lightning-fast, codeless connections between applications and REST API
data sources—Corticon customers are now able to connect to the vast variety of data sources necessary to inform digital decision making within
minutes.
“Automating decision management with Corticon enables us to strengthen our applications and keep pace with change,” said Maxine Bossard,
Information Systems Manager, April Marine. “Given that Corticon is at the heart of our future information systems, the new REST support will greatly
facilitate our use of REST data to drive digital decisioning.”
New .NET Server Architecture
Corticon’s Java implementation option powers some of the most scalable business rule implementations in the world, and with Corticon 6.0 that same
speed and scalability is introduced in .NET providing as much as three times faster throughput and eliminating the need for cross-compiling. .NET
users now have the architecture flexibility to use both in-process and Microsoft IIS deployment.
“Organizations are driving harder than ever for increased effectiveness and agility in business operations. The ease with which you can capture,
change and optimize the rules that run your business either promotes or inhibits the agility of your organization. It also impacts the consistency, quality
and speed of your decisions – which goes straight to your bottom line,” said John Ainsworth, SVP, Core Products, Progress. “With this release,
Progress Corticon delivers a faster, more powerful, and easy to use automated digital decisioning system that tames the complex market dynamics,
policies and regulatory rules enterprises face without user, performance, platform or data limitations.”
Progress Corticon 6.0 is available today. Although available as a standalone solution, DataDirect Autonomous REST Connector enhances the
capabilities of the latest Corticon release at no additional cost. For more information go to https://www.progress.com/corticon.
Additional Resources

Follow Progress on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn
Read the Progressblog
About Progress
Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS) offers the leading platform for developing and deploying strategic business applications. We enable customers and
partners to deliver modern, high-impact digital experiences with a fraction of the effort, time and cost. Progress offers powerful tools for easily building
adaptive user experiences across any type of device or touchpoint, award-winning machine learning that enables cognitive capabilities to be a part of
any application, the flexibility of a serverless cloud to deploy modern apps, business rules, web content management, plus leading data connectivity
technology. Over 1,700 independent software vendors, 100,000 enterprise customers, and two million developers rely on Progress to power their
applications. Learn about Progress at www.progress.com or +1-800-477-6473.
Progress, DataDirect, and Corticon are trademarks or registered trademarks of Progress Software Corporation and/or one of its subsidiaries or
affiliates in the US and other countries. Any other trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.
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